In regards to Spiritual Satanism, one understands, especially after the walk this path loyally, that this path leads to advancement, empowerment, and improvement.

Still, many people are being hypocrites to themselves, even here. This tendency states from the usual lying one is taught in doing to themselves, particularly because of xianity and the related filthy programs. These programs are only reflective of human social mental illness, and nothing else. The feedback loop between these and the disgusting aspects of humanity, is essentially what gives life to these programs.

As parasites feast from dead matter, so do these programs feast [and aim to instate a situation of eternal perpetuity] of whatever is disgusting, evil, and weakening for humanity.

You dedicated to Satan to become better people, yet, so many, and even some worthless idiots before in here, have promoted all sorts of values of universalism, and some worthless "rainbows for all", "socialisms", "accept-it-all-isms", and trying to save every worthless and retarded being there is, including anarchists, communists, and whatever other garbage walks this planet right now.

This takes needless to say, poor insight. If one can see in the human soul, they can see, that certain attractions to certain matters, do display inner qualities of one's personality or soul. In other words, if one is a communist in their mind, this means that they are not created to engage in any form of ranking, they are naturally an animal of the mass.

In the Joy of Satan, as HPS Maxine stated, and we have stated many times, Satanism is not for everyone. Maybe people in the future will ascribe to the Pagan notions, as they certainly did in the past, but Spiritual Satanism is the inner sanctum where one is both blessed and tried into, to reach ever higher levels.

Not entirely sure from where this arose that everyone will become a Satanist. I guess yet again from some other kind soul that believes that all the dross out there wouldn't resist or ignore a step towards betterment. Bleeding hearts, please
close your chests, and guard your hearts and spirits, because this is not the time nor the place for these things.

But let me bring your attention to something, haven't all people randomly opposed you when you wanted to advance in Satanism, even though, there is only good and nothing bad in it, upon research? Of course they do this. Why? Because they indeed hate, and would rather kill or destroy everything that resembles positive change, rather than be confronted with the idea of advancing or changing.

The few who are not inclined to this, will move on a different way than the rest of men. Almost everyone here is an example of this. We are talking about exceptions here.

Another thing that happens in Satanism is, that the Gods, do indeed have 'Favorites', not in the case that they will ignore you, but in that we build relationships with them, based on trust and walking the path. As one does not want a friend of theirs to treat everyone as their best friend, so does the exclusivity apply to the relationship with the Gods. One builds this with time.

The only place of "universal" opportunity here, is that one has the ability to start such a relation. It is up then for everyone to grow it. Satan and the Gods are even about this exclusivity. If anyone is not the same, how can a living and existing God or Gods, treat them all "The same"?

This would be the pinnacle of all injustice. Needless to say, perceiving the world in this unjust manner, requires a lot of mental damage and lack of understanding about life and one's self.

Cleverer and smarter minds, even if they happen to be mind-washed, will hold serious reservations, and if they are of sound instincts, will kick out of these wrong paths of false understanding as time goes. Something inside them will propel them to fix their situation, as it is natural for a little shark to at some point grow up and become an actual shark.

Satanism can never become a fetid toilet where every worthless being brings "Their own little problem", in other words, a religion for the "general mass". Most people "Out there" have nothing really good to give to Satanism, hardly anything. They treat their soul not as a garden that will bear fruit and flowers, so that they can give, but as a wasteland that consumes the little flowers and greenery that the souls of other people will produce.
Amassing a big number of such souls into a place, will not only certainly consume the flowers, but exponentially increase the power of the wasteland. They are poor in spirit, poor in making choices, even poorer in self defeating and re-creating themselves into a better person. Poor gardens are of no purpose to us.

While Satan will accept everyone, these people disallow this benefit to start something better, themselves: they have been sent an invitation, but they are too bored to come at the party. And it is better they do not come to this party of existence, metaphorically speaking, for all they will be to the Satyrs and the dancers is but an impediment.

If and when this "dreamed state" that some people here have "Idealized" occurred, Satanism will have to force itself into a state of "acceptance by all", which means simply, "be a lie unto all", and will eventually be forced have to become a fake, worthless chameleon, without any Truth or reality in it. The reason for this is simple, because many people are filled with weakness, errors, and many other bad values, which Satanists should aim to instead avoid.

The misery and destiny of the above is what has been created out of "Christ". "Christ" accepts all - there is nothing to evolve to, only a series of penances so you can whip yourself all day, and feed a jewish egregore. The master of the slaves, which is Christ, will not only accept every worthless slave, but indeed crown them higher and better than any of their better slave companions.

The highest point of cumulative evolution of xianity is when a living being becomes a dead husk NPC. The highest attainment in "Christianity" is when one has shed their whole lifeforce into the jews, and the further they are closing in death and damnation, the "Closer Art They To Heaven".

The large masses of stupidity, nihilism and self damnation, have "Spoken", with their great and democratic numbers! Onwards to death they go! Well it was actually the jews that were speaking here, but who cares? The mob certainly doesn't.

And indeed we must not impede them, but rather, only seek to be sitting on the side, lest any of these souls decide to actually move out of this corrupted fold, and come to us with this carried leprosy of hating life, for which we will give them the elixir to live. It is then, when someone will join us. But as everyone can understand this elixir demands repetitive use, until one is healed entirely.

In retrospect, many of us have deeply dwelled into such leprosy before our immune system finally told us and itself "Enough!", but beware and see in disgust
those who do not have the same system of self defense as we do, for they are not to be of us.

In contrary to the religions of the enemy, which preach happiness in ignorance or lying, Satanism preaches power and realization of the self, even if this comes at a cost of unease. You will be more accomplished if you realize yourself, but this may sometimes come at a cost or at pain.

Yet, as power, mind and consciousness increase, one is repaid in double: power and strength, will bring joy, and pleasure will be drawn closer and closer to them.

In the high levels of Satanism, loneliness is one price one must pay [but definitely not necessary, some of us choose that] because as one climbs the mountains and sees the world, less and less people are present there.] We want to make this a temporary state, in that, doing what is important to "Collect" these souls in a unity, is a good task to have in mind. But it has to be these ones, not others.

Satanism can never be allowed to have the fate of the retarded masses or that of a "mass religion". If this were ever to happen, it should never reach the inner sanctum, as the fingernails are not supposed to reach the Pineal Gland.

However, as the Pineal Gland leaves its elixir onto the whole body, being only such a small place, so can our ideas penetrate everything living and fill it with what it needs to rejuvenate itself. Yet, even in this case, we remain functionally bonded, but still of course, not equal, and not the same.

And I say retarded, because indeed, there is retardation in them. While even this retardation has natural functions, these functions should be definitely used elsewhere. We are now living the times where human retardation is not used for nothing positive, while it could have been, or it could at least be a little fun. But it is not even fun in many cases anymore.

Many people ask here why people "Accept Christianity", and if it is a spell, or what makes people do that.

Well, for the same reasons you did reject it. Are there many strange magical reasons on why you did not? Yes, we could go on all day. The same goes for those who choose decay. They have their "reasons" too. Because they are hypocritical, worthless, weak and botched on the inside, and because their psychology is that of the worthless beings, who really want to do nothing else with their life, but praise a jew on the sky and cry at his skirt to get favors.
More masterful souls on the other hand, want to go another way. And so we went another way, and happily so, without minding the costs. A strong question here is to ask, "What is this one made of?". And one will then understand the point: not everyone is made off of the same material.

Can a healthy being be represented by an unhealthy one? But what for you is a sin or a crime, for these people is actually their "Religion". While in an instance one seeks the moral value of looking inside their soul, in the mind of the Christian this is the biggest sin to do that will send them to hell. A little yoga is sufficient to send you to the lake of fire. A little seminal emission is certain to send you to eternal damnation.

Let us not speak of a little disobedience to the sky jew, for you will be judged in the searing lava because a jewish fairytale said so. Is it our sin to pay that these people believe in fairytales? Is their stupidity our own sin? Definitely not.

Many such psychological complexes are present in people when they come to Satanism, and few individuals assume these are healthy states to be in. In nature, what tries to improve, tries to rectify itself and move away from the fold. If you look back at your life, you may have been an outcast, misunderstood, or in other ways, the general landmass of humans may have caused you considerable issues for you "not being like them".

On the other hand, the souls of the cattle, find solace in one another, and in how easy company there exists on the bottom of the consciousness chain [where unironically these worthless fools corrupt and swarm one another for eternity]. "Praised be the poor in spirit for the kingdom of the heaven exists in them".

I want to add to the famous statements of the bible here, that not only "The kingdom of [jewish] heaven exists in them" but that it is also in their image - a very disgusting image. You don't want to be getting there at all. Stray while there is still time! Go to Hell instead.

Satanism is the longing of the self to advance, improve, and refine itself. This is not an urge everyone has, and is an urge that has been essentially removed from the mind. This is the other word another Communist hated before, the word "Elitism". You dedicated Satan to reach, at some point in your existence, elitism in power or understanding, or to advance and evolve.

You did not enter Satanism, unless you are mentally ill, to become "equal" to everyone else, or to have more of the same with xianity. Did you come to Satanism to become stupider or smarter? More spiritual or less? Build
friendships with the Demons and better beings, or to just hang around with yet more idiots?

Another peculiar case I have observed also takes some turns on these forums once in a while. These are the cases one can see in a Mexican Soap Opera series. The self destructive girl, really angry at her jewish lover, decides one day to actually google "The Satan" and try to join him. However, this is not of course out of wanting to be with Satan, but rather, a sort of hatefucking this very smart damsel wants to do to her favorite ignorance giving sugar daddy christ.

Then she goes on to join "The Satan" and demands all sorts of helicopters, villas etc, because as we all know, this is what her sugar daddy christos was supposed to give her [or so she assumed]. But he never did because he doesn't exist, so she goes on to join the other side, maybe they can. Two to three weeks later, she returns to her pentacostal church in full cleavage, being very sorry to "God" for what she did and for the urges that she followed. But were she smart, she would see that "There is something real and actual to this Satan, despite my previous worthless lover. Maybe it is time to actually change routes?".

Yet many people want to live in the drama soap opera type of thing, and want to have soap opera expectations. So for those who cannot overcome this, it is natural they return back to more of the same.

In the iconic and glaringly stupid example above, her "temptation" is leading her to her realization. A lot of temptations can act as doors to understanding, provided one is conscious as to why they wanted to be tempted. For example, in the stupid example above, one may have wanted to seek "God", yet, when prompted by the reality that Christianity is a hoax, do they decide to insist in it, or simply keep lying to themselves, thinking they aren't being "Good Enough"? Is a soap opera necessary to find "God" in ourselves or in our life?

Satan stands for the answer, "Definitely Not".

As such Satan states, "When temptation comes, I give my covenant to him that trusts in ME". Is it not a temptation to want for example, more knowledge, more advancement, more life? Even in a simplistic fashion? Isn't everyone desiring of this?

The whole Magnum Opus thing is not so that you can become a little equal to everyone else, but to put yourself in a rank of advancement of beings who have said "ENOUGH WITH THIS WORTHLESS EQUALITY SHIT". There is no bridge between equality, and this. This is the maximum affirmation of that one rejects
equality, and strives onwards to an awareness of organization and levels of life instead.

This, to anyone who observes nature, would make sense, but our era suffers from longterm illness, so they tell themselves too many lies. Most of these things are self revealing when one has open eyes. Lobsters and animals living in such hierarchies can make sense of it, modern beings cannot. And the reason they cannot do this, is because they don't even plan on advancing. Because the moment you try to do this, it starts dawning upon you.

Regardless as you will see, all the people who preach these toxic things to you about equality, "The kingdom of god", they try all day not only to survive and hang on life, but also, xians and muslims are some of the most gore and gruesome judges of other people, and they do all of the petty things that deal with experiencing even a little life.

They are the ones to rob your bread, but also the ones to preach that bread is a sin to eat...While they savor it will all their capacity to eat every bite.

An example is your Sunday school bimbo that says that "Beauty is in the interior" but spends all her money putting some nice titties up there. She has a Cross tattooed exactly above her ass, because this is very honorable to the "Lord". Paganism and Christianity have taken in these examples, a very strange mix. After all, as we know, Christians believe beauty is in the "Interior". I am sure many of the SS girls here have seen these types and you had some laughing fits with yourself at these. So confused and so lost.

On one hand, one wants life, and on the other hand, death - mixing the two creates a lot of the modern day insanity one experiences everyday in many people. Jews laugh at this as they made the whole planet neurotic merely by throwing them a mental toxin that they call "Abrahamism". On one hand the toxin pushes in, on the other, the organism tries to survive. People try to act like Pagans, and meanwhile, the toxin they accept willingly into themselves, makes them manifest their will to life in the most disgusting levels imaginable.

Enough of this. So when do come all the rainbows, and everything else? You know, when everyone is going to be happy, and magically rise out of their damnation, because whatever,someone else will carry us there while we do absolutely nothing? Will it be Jesus, oh sorry I meant, Satan or someone?

Our purpose is not to abolish all sorts of pain and suffering. How one should think of this is that we save the world so that we can in turn, save ourselves. This is functional this isn't theoretical, what we do in regards to warfare, is to sharpen
our own fangs also. We will again exist in this world based on reincarnation, this cyclical process needs to be overcome, but until it does, the field of this remains "here". Therefore, to save this place from going to eternal damnation, is rather important, both to us and "others like us" who will tread a path like our own. It is for these beings that we do this, and then, loved ones and people we care about.

To put it plainly, saving our world is necessary but not for every random idiot you see in the street, but only for some of them, who could theoretically have a destiny of awakening at some point.

Have not pain and possibly even suffering brought many of you here, and don't these things make stronger people every so often? When these are overcome, don't they serve as a useful memory?

It would be desirable this was experienced less by our own [or just how much it would be necessary], and that this is abolished from our midst, but as about many people, suffering is possibly one of the few things that can ring their bells. Pleasant ignorance has not displayed many results in people seeking another and better avenue to existing.

As one grows up they understand that many people are beyond saving. Some of the reasons of this are natural, other reasons are curses of the enemy, and other reasons are purely that some people simply can't be bothered with some questions or struggles about life. I also want to add another question here that one should ask themselves. Was everyone "meant" for, by nature, their soul, or other deciding factor like the Gods, meant to be "saved"?

This is yet another lie that is preached by "Christianity", that "Saving" is universal. In our case, we understand, that for a soul to be willing to ascend, there has to be time and passing, like that of a ripe fruit. In the same way a ripe fruit can be removed from the tree on the appropriate time, so do souls want to ascend on their given time. And as much fruit may come out as defective or rotten, maybe not all of this is supposed to do that.

What we do with the spiritual warfare, is to expand our own power, and in turn, from a better world which will also contain us, ourselves. And other people like us, and then of course, our loved ones, and the "general mass" of people. In that order.

The reality of this is that many beings and people have inscribed their own fate with their own weakness. We cannot save them. If we try to save them by opening the rear gates of our religion so they can all get their "Satisfaction", we
will end up with a religion that will resemble not the Gods, but a Frankenstein of every worthless entity.

The child molester will come and be like "But doesn't Satan also accept us child molesters?", then his friend the meth head will come and demand his rights too: "Unless this Satan allows me to inject tons of meth in me, I will never join him!". Then will be the thief and the beggar, and the worthless nut, and they will all want their "Given Rights" in this "Religion". Give them also the right to mob authority and the right to never advance, telling them it's holy to do that, and voila, you just gave birth to xianity.

We might as well then add tens of thousands of people with down's syndrome, a hundred thousand prissy sissies, and two hundred thousands people who drink their own piss, and generally everything and anything because who are we to judge anyone? After all, the policy of the perception of "growth" of some people, has to do with this: accept thy fellow even if he plans to be the biggest piece of shit in the universe. Judge nobody, fam.

Then we can name ourselves "The Retards", and put the greatest retard that we have as our "Priest" or "God", so that we can finally, have an image to follow as we go straight into our damnation. High Priest Retardus Maximus will have just about the necessary 50 IQ to lead everyone straight into probably falling from their window because they didn't comprehend they weren't superman and that this was actually a 20 floor building. Thus, we have reached the salvation that we defined of ourselves the moment we decided "The opening of our gates".

In Homer's writings, there are benedictions that reflect what the Ancients considered good, and curses about what they considered evil. One such curse is: "May your house be ruled by one who is equal to you!". Clearly, one is not cursed with "being lead by the lower", but even being led by the "equals" is a curse. Why? Because nobody knows where to go next.

While, if someone is lower than someone, naturally, the one who has seen past the fence, knows at least where to go. Where perfect equality exists, perfect lack of life and movement exists: advancement is halted. A world where the fathers had the mind of the children, can never be a world where one can father anyone or anyone can grow. And likewise, in such a world, nothing can surpass what was before, and advance to a next stage.

This is the smite to all life, because life seems to advance itself. We might as well also see equality as a temporal state, and if permanent, it can only mean death. The "Static" energy can be a state of accumulation to something better, but not a
permanent state, because then it would not be "Static", but inertia. And much of our world is being forced into inertia.

Similar but not as exaggerated to the above, is why Satanism, must never, and should never, tolerate any jews. They have a corrosive, destructive, and damning effect, which is inherent in them as it is inherent in poisonous mushrooms to poison. Add a few of these to your spiritual meal, and you will certainly be dead.

In regards to what happens when this policy is affirmed in a religion, taking a realistic look, I will take you to look no further than Islam and Christianity. These "religions" are the hubs of murders, child molesters, the greatest excusers of all criminals, and the reason our world became "in their image". Look at the median average of intelligence these things procure, and what types of "leaders" emerge out of this? Parasites, thieves, the nutcases, and the like.

What has been accepted in xianity in alarming rates, is now it's deification. And when something becomes deified, we go after it. And how has our world become?

But the moment this amalgam was born in Rome, it was born by the lowest of alien and reptilian bacteria working in collusion, dreaming of a world where they would be eternally powerful. Christianity must be perceived, not as a mouth that got infected, but rather, as the art of infecting mouths par excellence. Nothing can be healed from what is the illness itself, defined. You cannot cure a virus from being a virus, for "curing" him could mean only killing him.

Needless to say the above is a philosophical notion, to agitate the mind, like a storm that beings understanding. Do not mourn for those who have not experienced "our storms" because they would have proven rather deadly to them. Instead, mourn for nothing. Enjoy your privilege to be in Satanism where others will not be.

In fact, enjoy the feeling of uniqueness and elitism, and pray that it persists now and for all time, so that the higher we go, the less we want to return to the halls of nihilistic equality. We are not to hate our fellow men of course, but we are definitely allowed to hate the wrong path they have chosen, and it is a right for us to deny them and say to ourselves: "Flee thou foul spirit of forced equality, for we, Satanists, are not like everyone! Flee from me for everyday I defeat you, and I live for the day that every man will defeat you constantly and without remorse!".
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